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THE PROGRAM FOR INDIVIDUALLY PRESCRIBED INSTRUCTION

Robert Glaser

There are two principle problems in researching and developing

systems for implementing individualized instruction: One is the psy-

chological study of the interaction between individual difference vari-

ables and learning treatments, and the second is experimentation in

school systems with strategies and materials for adapting to individual

differences.

A good way to get on with the first problem is to do controlled

experiments which update student histories of response to subject matter

as a basis for assigning future instructional treatments. This paper

and the following papers in this session discuss work on the second pro-

Wen and describe research and development on the system of individually

prescribed instruction being attempted in the Oakleaf School in suburban

Pittsburgh. This paper is sort of an introductory description. The pro-

ject on individually prescribed instruction is a study of the feasibility

of procedures for producing a school environment which is highly respon-

sive to differences among children. The description that follows repre-

sents a first cut at these matters which, at present, is only an approxi-

mation of a full-fledged system with all the nuances required for the

child in the elementary school. Individualized instruction at the Oakleaf

School concentrates on subject-matter learning in mathematics, realm,

and prtior -grade science,
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To start, it is useful to examine procedures for individualiza-

tion that have been or are being used. Adapting to individual diffe-

rences in education can be analyzed in tams of the following patterns

to borrow from Cronbach:

Pattern one assumes fixed educational goals in a fixed educa-

tional treatment. Individual differences are taken into account chiefly

by dropping students along the way. Tests are used to decide which stu-

dents should go faster and be imbued with higher-educational aspirations.

A weeding-out process, reached earlier or later by various individuals,

is assumed.

A variant of this pattern, is to permit an individual to stay in

school until he masters, or at least learns to a specified criterion,

certain essential and common educational outcomes. This pattern is prac-

ticed in the ol" policy of keeping the child in the first grade until he

can read his primer, and in the more recent non-graded primary unit which

some childrel complete In two years and some in four.

A eges....attm of adaptation tt, individual differences is to

determine for sub student his prospective future role and provide for

him an appropriate nurriculum; goals are matched to the individual. We

see this aysten in operation when students are channeled into academic

couraess vocational courses, or homemaking courses -- or in the decision

to give the vocationally oriented students one kind of mathematics and

the stsdemically oriented another kind. This second pattern assumes that

an educational system has provision for optional educational objectives,

but within each option the instructional treatment is relatively fixed.



A third Lallm of adaptation to individual differences attempts

to teach different students by different instructional procedures; with-

in each of these instructional treatments there is a minimum fixed se-

quence of educational goals which must be mastered. This pattern of

adaptation can be implemented in a variety of ways: at one extreme e

school can provide a fixed instructional sequence, 4nd students are pulled

off the track for remedial work; then, when the dinard is repaired he is

put back into the general track. At the other extreme, an instructional

program can provide detailed diagnosis of the student's competencies on

the basis of which a unique prescription is made for a court? of instruc-

tion tailored to that student. In this latter pvocedure some students

might learn on their own by discovery, some learn by more structured

methods, some learn by reading, some by listening, etc.

Between these two extremes, toward the direction of the latter,

lies the kind of adaptation to individual differences that the Indivi-

dually Prescribed Instruction plan at Oakleaf hopes to attain. The qua-

lity of the system developed depends upon the answer to many research

and practical implementation.questione,, How wail can individual student

needs be diagnosed? Bow well can we write instructional prescriptions

based on student information?; what is the character of the information

required? Research seems to indicate that in the presence of inadequate

information, itacy be best for teachers to follow an average imeatment

for everybody and not attempt to differentiate on the basis of unreliable

informition; but with reliable information and techniques for mains in-

structional decisions, effective student differentiation is possible,
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However, proof will have to be forthcoming that the assignmeut of

instructional methods does indeed interact with student differences so

that their achievement in seking a given educational goal is signifi-

cantly greater than if an average best method were employed. The Oakleaf

project represents a step taken in an on-going school to investigate this.

In its present stage of development the Individually Prescriamd

Instruction procedure adapts to individual differences in the following

ways:

(1) It starts each pupil from where he is on the_learning con-

Slaugueld takes kim from there. It establishes this entering level

through a series of detailed placement examinations which establishes

the student's attainment in a subject matter and identifies his strengths

and weaknesses. A student starts his instruction from this point.

(2) The instruction the student receives is differentl t d

cordllg.lgjillaergawnce as, he learnt. Curriculum-embedded and sub-

goal tests tell whether the student has mastered the subject matter at

a required level. On the basis of this performance, new materials, to a

large extent self-study materials, are prescribed for him.

(3) Stu ants are differentiated in terms of thretAingLatja:

AlIggPlonal tretatattLEMAIIBIlIggiti EULAILULLSIAKesfer

ambpwledae. (h) their tigne...afiglkeLtAINLALJACLE22:

otop.rgalmextendedence; Tranelr as used here refrls to the

fact that a student may learn an edvancoii lesson in the process of learning

a more basic one and can use his knowledge in carrying out more complex

performance. An a nsuit, he can skip a portion of the curricullEs if it
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is shown that he does not need to be taught it. When a student completes

a unit at Oakleaf, he takes a test nut only on what he has covered but

also on what he is about to cover next. Oa the basis of his performance

on what he is about to cover, it is possible for the teacher to omit cer-

tain lessons and prescribe more advanced ones. Further differentiation

takes place specifically for each student by additional practice, the

requirement for more drill, and/or different approaches to instruction.

Extended experience refers to the fact that at a given level of learning

It is possible for a teacher to preocribe excursions which wonder off

into interesting paths. At the present time in Oakleaf, the procedures

for taking account of transfer and additional practice are mach more

formalized and built into our test development than our procedures for

insuring extended experience.

(4) ....ka,..........,....tudenitcontrolofsltjsLLNL.rnan.dattainment is ac-

hed nt oducin the once .t of maste levels thro out the

,curriculum. Performance standards which are used es the basis for making

decisions concerning the pupil's future course of instruction are speci-

fied. We set mastery standards based upon the judgment of our curriculum

writers and teachers and use these standards as decision criteria for as-

signing the next instructional steps. The determinate on of specific

mastery levels for various subject matter is an experimental problem

which needs to be studied. How much mastery should be required, for

example, in le,__LAng basic arithmetic facts before moving on to an ad-

vanced topic? Is more rapi4 learning and better retention achieved if

a student is permitted to go on in a subject matter where advanced lessons



depend on previous lessons or is it best to require an early high level

of mastery? We are obtaining same interesting data here.

At the present time, the extent to which the Oakleaf curriculum

can provide different instructional procedures for different students is

a function of: (1) the kind of self-study and other materials and diag-

nostic tests that have been built into our curriculum for the teachers

and students to use; and (2) the way in which the teachers write prescrip-

tions for each student. The prescription - writing procedure is a very

essential and tricky aspect of the process at the present time. In order

to make wise prescriptions, the teacher needs as much information on the

student as she can get, plus data about what this information means for

the kind of instruction a student should receive. A computer could print

out this information for her. On the basis of this information she could

then make an instructional decision which results in a prescription. At

the present time, this seems to be one of the major tasks of the Oakleaf

teachers. However, neither our research nor the research of others as

yet gives enough detailed analysis of the relationship between the student

information we provide and the instructional procedure prescribed. This

is a good area for research. It should be poeaible to provide student

information to the teacher plus information about what materials and in-

structional procedures to use. This can then be used es a basis for in-

structional prescriptions by the teacher and eventually by the teacher

with computer assistance.



A further aspect of the Oakleaf curriculum is that the materials

are so selected and built that it is possible for the teacher to manage

individualized instruction. It also seems probable that so e of this

management process can ht, transferred to the student so that he can prac-

tice being a self-resourceful, self-editing learner.

Now to refer you to some data, the handout you have shows the six

grades of the Oakleaf School during the first year of the Individually

Prescribed Instruction program. The students c :1114'e from conventional

graded schools to this school. On the handout, each page shows a diffe-

rent subject area: mathematics on the first page, then reading and sci-

ence on the second and third pages. Each page shows the six grades and

levels at which the students were nominally placad; each bar shwa the

progress of an individual student in attaining mastery of eat!! numbered

sequential subject-matter unit. The black portion of a bar shows vhere

a atIt4ent was placed in the curriculum rat the beginning of the year, and

the shaded portion shows progress to the end of the year.

Look at the mathematics figure on the first page as an illustra-

tion. Notice the following: (1) There is a good deal of variation in

placement and, hence where the children begin to work; this variability

gets larger with increasing years in school. (2) Student variability in

achievement at the end of one year in the program is greater than the

beginning placement variability; this seems particularly true for the

early grades. (3) The individual differences in -ate of progress through

the program are quite large. (4) The overlap in achievement levels in

different grades is obvious. And (5) If you compare achivvement at the



end of the year, say for the first gradc!, with placement level at the

beginning of the year for the next higher grade, in this case the second

grade, then there is a suggestion of some success on the part of the pro-

gram in teaching to higher levels of achievement. This, of course, needs

to be rechecked for retention effects, same students, and so forth, and

this is presently being done.

As a final point I should say that we have been operating the

school for about a year and a half and ara beginning to learn how to

handle a system for individualized instruction. At the same time, the

fact that we monitor a student's learning in detail, provides us, as

some of the following papers show, with a good source of data for study.
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A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF MATHEMATICS UNITS

1 A Numeration Counting to ten.
2 A Addition - Addition to sums of six with pictured objects,
3 A Fractions - Identification of 1/2 of objects and small sets.
4 A Money - Recognition of common coins (penny, nickel, dime).
6 A Time The day as a unit of time.
0 A Systems of Measurement - Qualitative dimensional discriminatCs. directiGas.
7 A Geonietry - Recognition 4 ;: simple geometric figures.
8 13 Numeration Counting to 100. Use of ordinals to 1001
9 13 Addition - Addition to sums of 10.

10 13 Money - Beginning money equivalents (50 ';"

11 13 Time - Clock reading to the hour.
12 13 Systems of Measurement Beginning a t 4th (3 ft. 1 yd.).
13 B Geometry Draws simple geometric
14 C Numeration Counting' to 160.
15 C Place Value Place value Ci6 .dndredS*

C Addition - Two digit StIr,' 1. 4- ,tarrying but with expanded notation.
17 C Subtraction - Two tab,. ...Aces without carrying hut with expanded notation.
18 C Combination of r r, Word problems with skills learned to this point plus selection of proper operation

to solve problems.
19 C Fraction _,etions to 1/4 divides single objects and groups of objects.
20 C Mont ,t" -4 use of penny, nickel, dime, and quarter.
21 C problems requiring addition or subtraction of hours.
22 A' Measurement - Converts units: inch6s - feet, pint - quart - cup, dozen 1/2 dozen.

:,41etry - Recognizes and names solid geometric figures.
pedal Topics - Reads Roman numerals, to 10; reads thermometer; reads charts and graphs.

1) Numeration - Counting to 1,000 (reading and writing numerals with skip counting).
D Place Value Makes and reads place value charts to thousands.

27 D Addition Begins addition with carrying.
28 D Subtraction - Begins subtraction with borrowing.
29 D Multiplication - Does multiplication as repeated addition. Memorizes tables through 8 x 6.
30 D Division - Does division as partition, inverse to addition, and memorizes tables through 26 divided by 6.
31 D Combination of Processes Solves problems requiring selection and discrimination of many processes.
32 D Fractions - Applies fractional concepts (2/3, 3/4) to objects and groups. Begins formal operations (1/2 x 8 a ?).
33 D Money - Operates with money values to $5.00.
34 D Time - Tells time to the minute and uses time in problems.
35 D Systems of Measurement - Extends linear and volume systems and begins metric system with centimeters.
35 D Geometry - Identifies open versus closed curves, line segments versus lines.
37 D Special Topics - Reads Roman numerals to 30.
38 E Numeration Lentifies odd versus even numbers; rounds and estimates numbers.
39 E Place Value Uses place value to millions; begins exponents of base 10.
40 E Addition - Performs addition with carrying to thousands.
41 E Subtraction Does subtraction with borrowing to hundreds.
42 E Multiplication Does multiplication as repeated addition. Uses associative and distributive principle and

does simple multiplication with carrying.
43 E Division - Uses ladder algorithm for division.
44 E Combination of Prcesses - Solves using n as variable. Does operations with competing processes.
46 E Fractions Identifies equivalent fractions; adds fraction with a common denominator.

'illiall111311111511W-r-



Marble -1 continued

46 E Money - Adds and subtracts money values using decimal notation.
47 E Time Uses seconds in time problems.
48 E Systems of Measurement - Adds and subtracts measures by regrouping when necessary.
49 geometry - Identifies simple line figures (equilateral :dangle!, quadrilateral, parallel lines, midpoint, end

points, right angle, intersecting lines, perpendicular lines).
50 E Special Topics Uses simple maps.
51 F Numeration - Uses large numbers, identifies prime numbers, performs operations in base five.
52 P Place Value - Manipulates exponents to ten cubed.
53 F Addition - Adds negative numbers, large turns.
54 P Subtraction Subtracts negative numbers.
55 F Multiplication - Uses multiplication algorithm with 3 digit numbers.
56 F Division - Uses division algorithm with no remainders; does simple division with remainders,
57 F Combination of Processes - Computes averages; perfonus multiple operations with common pairs of numbers,

(add, subtract, multiply, divide using 90, 31),
58 F Fractions - Adds, subtracts fractions with unlike denominators.
59 F Money - Multiplies and divides money values.
60 F Time - Adds in time problems extending over 12:00. Interprets decade, century, score, fortnight.
61 F Geometry Assorted topics (area, perimeter, bisection, ray, parts of circle, voltnne, meters. vortex).
62 F Special Topics - Ratio, percent, function rule.
63 G Numeration - Uses prime numbers to factor composite numbers. Performs operations in bases 3, 7, and 5.
64 G Place Value - Charts large numbers by place value.
65 G Addition - Adds decimal numbers to thousandths, positive and negative numbers; adds with positive numbers

of ten.
80 G Subtraction - Subtracts negative and positive numbers, subtracts with positive powers of ten.
67 G Multiplication - Multiplies usicag positive powers of ten.
88 G Division Divides with remainders as fractions, using positive powers of ten, decimal numbers, negative

numbers.
69 G Combination of Processes - Solves word problems with skills learned.
70 G Fractions - Adds fractions with common denominator algorithm, multiplies fractions.
¶11 G Time - Uses schedules and 24 hour clock.
72 G Geometry - Calculates circumference, perimeters, areas.
73 G Special Topics - Draws graphs of ordered pairs, uses Venn diagrams for intersection and union.
74 H Numeration - Performs operations in base 2 and base 12.
75 H Place Value - Makes place value charts in other number bases.
76 H Addition Adds with negative powers of ten.
77 II Subtraction - Subtracts using negative powers of ten.
78 H Multiplication - Multiplies with decimals, with negative numbers, with negative powers of ten.
79 H Division - Divides decimal numbers, positive and negative numbers, using negative powers of ten. Calcu-

lates square roots.
80 H Combination of Processes - Solves word problems with skills learned.
81 H Tractiotis - Multiplies and divides *actions; interprets fractional powers of whole nurnims.
82 H Time Identifies time zones and converts with daylight saving time.
83 H Systems of Measurement - Converts with linear metric measurements.
84 H Geometry - Interprets congruent angles, calculates volumes.
85 H Special Topics - Identifies irrational numbers; follows logic sequence in equations.

ti
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Fig. 1. Placement and Units Mastered
in Mathematics During the First
Year of the Individualized
Instruction Program.
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Fig. 2. Placement and Units Mastered in
Reading During the First Year of
the Individualized Instruction
Program.
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Fig. 3 . Placement and Units Mastered
in ScielmDuring Four
Months of the Individualized
Instruction Program.
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